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FULTON. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 1947

NUMBER TWELVE

Scouting Reached
Fulton Sees Its
REA Co-Op And K. U.
City Council In
South Fulton Board
Chamber of Commerce
New Heights Here
First Picket Line
Hit At By NLRB
Busy Session Here
Approves Street Bonds! Discusses Creek;
,At Court of Honor
_ —
Employes of Southern Bell Tele- , Both Utilities Groups Accused
Elects New Officers
of Water Meters and Unuorms For Southside Would Spend $80.000 For
phone Company Parade

Awards and Da l•tes Given To
SideRestraining Union Acitivities;
City Patrolmen Were Topics
Improvements; Mayor Tells of
walks In Front of Local
R. V. Putnam Chosen
Rural Co-Op Serves FulScouts From Fulton, South
of Discussion at
Protest Petition.
President;
Exchange.
Secietary YMBC Reports On
Fulton Clinton and Fulton and Adjourning
Meeting.
New Industry Program
Counties
there Troops
A third and final reading of an
Maybe there's nothing new under
--Faced withthe problem off meet- ordinance for issuance of $80,000 in
Washington, D. C.—National La- ing operating expenses, with costs city bonds for
Despite the fact that only twelve
James Warren, local attorney, the sun, but so far as Fulton is
building and improv-spoke before- the Boy Scouts at their concerned, another precendent was bor Relations Board has released a rising, and revenue at a low ebb ing streets, storm
business firms were represented at
sewers
and
walks
the meeting Tuesday night, an inannual Court of Honor, which was set here Monday morning as the report of a trial examiner recom- :omparatively, members of the city in South Fulton
has been passed
lheld for Scouts of the Dry Lake first picket line went into operation mending that the Hiclunan-Fulton council held a pertinent and pithy- by the mayor
teresting and worthwhile meeting
and
city council on
of the Fulton Chamber of ComDistrict, last Friday night at -the in front of the local exchange of Counties Rural Electrict Coopera- discussion upon many civic prob- the Southside.
meree was held at the Rainbow
Vint Methodist church. Mr. Warren's the Southern Bell Telephone Com- tive Corporation ot Hickman, cease lems Monday night. The recent proDuring a recent meeting of the
pany, as employes parade the side- from "interfering with restraining, posal
Room. Frank Beadles, retiring presisubject, was "Honor.''
to install parking meters for council, the mayor pointed
out that dent,
Troops represented were: Clinton wants in protest as the result of a sr coercing its employes in collective better traffic eontrol, and additional
presided and a report upon
he had been reliably informed that
the Harris Fork Creek project, and
bargaining efforts."
37, South Fulton 40; Fulton 43
revenue having been revoked, the a petition was
)Ful- nation-wide telephone strike.
being circulated by a
Meanwhile, this corrununity, llke
ton 44 and Fulgharn111). Billy BlackA similar
was issued by council is faced with the necessity certain group of stop street improve- efforts being made to obtain new
stone, district commissioner, assisted thousands of others, throughout the the troll e
directing that of raising assesments, innovation of ments. The names of 75 registered industry here, were heard.
Maxwell McDade, creek commitby meaabers of the distriet com- natinn, felt the effects of the tele- the Kentucky -' Utilities Companf occupational taxes, and possibly the
voters. in South Fkilton must apteeman, and James Warren, city atmittee, awarded the badges as fol- phone strike. Only emergency calLs "cease Auld .desilt" from refusing to installation of water meters.
pear on .a petition before a general
were accepted and put through by targaiiL collectively with the AFLtorney, told of progress being made
lows:
Brooks Henderson, owner of the election may
be forced, and any on
plans for improving the channel
International Brelijerhood of Eleq- Country Club Court, a subdivision, such protest
Tenderfoot—Moss Green, Billy a skeiton crew.
must be filed ten days
of the creek through Fulton and
Still unaffected were dial tele- trical Workein as gte exclusive rep- appeared before the council, and from the
Claxton, Bob Hamilton, Junior
first publication of the
South Fulton. An outline of work
trie, Billy /Joe Witherspoon, phone, which serve about 60 per resentative of the company's em- asked the city to supply water for city ordinance in an
Obion county already
accomplished teward dredgabout 15 homes planned. The coun- paper.
Keith Elkins, Russell Swearington, cent of the nation's telephone users, ployes and western divisions.
In this case the street bond
ing out the creek was given. Only
The REA co-op serves Hickman; cil instructed the city attorney to oidinande was
G. W. Clark, Johnny Eudy, Hubert and leased wire service to press and
published Monday in
three or four property owners are
Fulton, Carlisle and Graves coun- draw up a .contract between the the Union
Eudy, Robbie Lee Babb, Billy Ben- radio.
City Messenger.
holding out against giving right-ofnett, Clyde Batts, Clifford HumAn estimated 340,000 workers, de- ties in Kenuteky,ind a portion of city and Mr. Henderson, whereby
In the recent session of the Teoe way through
Mr. Henderson is to install a fourtheir property and unphreys.
manding $12 a week pay increases Obion County, Tenn.
nessee legislature an enabling act less an
agreement is reached, a
Second Class—Keith Elkins, Jun- and other contract changes, made
The dispute between the union inch main to the subdivision and was passed,
providing that the city settlement will
be obtained in court,
ior Moultrie. Russell Swearington, the walkout nationwide Monday' at and the Kentucky Utilities Com- make connection at the end of Vinecouncil of South Fulton could issue the
city attorney said. Proper pase.
He
is
required
Robert Parrott, G. W. Clark, Johnny 8 a. m. (CST).
to
see
that
each
pany, the NLRBehpaid, dates back
an ordinance of this kind. A levy pers
have been filed with the Kenarid Hubert Eudy, Robert Roper,
Local telephone customers took to Dec. 13, 1938. Alen the union lost property owner furnish a water of 75 cents per
$100 on real and per- tucky Highway
meter at each house. Steel pipe is
Joe Kimberling, Jimmy Hale, Eddie the strike calmly the first day, but a Labor Board election.
Department, which
sonal property in the city to raise will
aid- the project. The Highway
already on the ground, and the projKeiser, Billy Browning, James Butts, protests were growing more ntunthe money to pay the bonds and departmen
sit will cost Mr. Henderson in the
of Kentucky andi TenJoe Pigue, Tommy Strange, Charles erous and louder, according to pres,s
interest is provided for in the ordi- nessee
Fulton Druggists
must now get, together, with
neighborhood of $3,000. The fourBatts, Elwin Farmer. James Monty and radio reports, as government
the Tennessee department providing
inch main will be large enough to
Attend District '
Vaden, George Bunch, Billy Bone, and union officials atempted to atThe bonds will be dated June 1, a sum
of approximately $7,000 for
provide fire protection to property
QMCS R. Shupe.
tain and understanding between the
Pharmacy Associatio4 owners.
!9•47, maturing in installments un- the
work. The Illinois Central SysFirst Class—Donald Richardson, enion and telephone officials.
Jl June 1, 1977, with approvislon tem has
agreed to provide $5,000 for
Some\ land adjacent to Harris
Elbert ackson, Bobby Joe Goodwin,
At the root of the telephone disC. H. id.sDaniel of the City Drug
'hal the city may call them in at the
job, in addition to the work it
Fork Creek was recently deeded to
Alton Barnes, Manus Williams, John put are ten union demands which Company.
and' W. E. Jackson of
enjs time after June 1, 1955. Reve• must
do just below Fulton in Tenthe city by L. E. Finch by mistake,
R. Lawson, LeRoy Brown, Jack the industry says would cost $700,- Owl Drug
Company, attended a din,
nue from the street tax will be nessee
along its right-of-way where
so the council voted to reconvey
'Thorpe, Norman Elliott, Pat Kough. 000,000 a year. The cost figure com- ner
and bu.siness meeting of the
.;laced in a separate fund, for the it
crosses the creek. The city of
the land to Mr. Finch.
Star—Donald Richardson, Bobby pares with $250,000,000 industry West
Kentucky- Pharmaceutical Asetirement of the street bonds.
Fulteri mUst provide the right-ofP. C. Ford, T. F. Hainline and T,,
Joe Goodwin, Manus Williams, earnings in 1946. Workers now aver- sociation,
4
Monday night, held at the
way, and put up the balance of the
T.
Burke were granted city beer
Mark CampbelL Joe DiXDD.
age weekly salaries of $43.19.
Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah.
cost. This cost will be assessed
New
Stieaml
licenses.
ined
Phil Porter of Troop V, received
Cities represented at the meeting
against property owners In the
K. P. Dalton, chief of police, made
the Bronze Palm on his liagle badge, Citizens
Train To Be On
included Fulton, Paducah, Mayfield,
Ott
Needles
flood area.
the monthly report on fines and
the highest award of the evening.
Murray, Barlow, Murray, HopkinsExhibition Hers After .411 right-of-way
, Spring Rebut Come vileek Marinn.,..13,anton, and Prin eons collected in the city court,
been ,
The &Meowing -inch
Asisich
were-3451
In
cinip.
431
badges were awarded:
- -4se
ton.
of.HYtio's"'Orleans
,>tit and worked out.
Kenneth Caldwell, public health. ,Eatly this week. odic annual
Ray'Wirth, Louisville druggist
Ready To Roll ou Illinois Oenbe sold by the city.
Clarence Pickering and Charles
dog care, pathfinding, honse repairs, spring rains came, and local citizens,
and president of the Kentucky Ciregory,
-tral System; In Fulton
A delegation of South Fulton ofcouncihnen, were named as
personal health, wood carving, first especially merchants in the flood
April 17 from 3 to
ficials, and Fulton citizens, will go
area, were on needles and pins, as Pharsnaceutical Association, streseed committee to investigate purchase
aid.
the
need for cooperation of all of uniforms
4 p. m.
to Nashville this week to contact
they expected another periodic ovfor city patrolmen.
Phil Porter, automobiling.
pharmacists in the state for more
the Tennessee Highway DepartJ. H. Christian Jr., representative
Donald
Richardson, carpentry, erflow of Harris Fork Creek.
stringent regulttions and broblems,
The City of New Orleans, the ment and hasten
of Pittsburgh- Equitable
action between the
Meter
cattle raising.
Negotiations are just about com- and
insisted upon local cooperetien. Company,
Illinois
Central's
long-promise.d highway departments of the two
enjoined
the installation
Elbert Jackson, animal industry, plete by city officials who have been
and operatkin7of water meters. He streamliner, is ready to roll. The states. It was estimated it the meetobtaining right-of-way for the new
art, map reading.
estimated the.cost of installing 1200 nee; all-coach luxury day speedlin- ing Tuesday night. that work will.
John R.' Lawson personal health, creek project. that would deepen Fulton Teachers
water meters would be about $18,- et' will make a preview exhibition get underway on 'the _creek in 60,
and widen the ebannel in an effort
znay reading.
Have Problems. Too 9000,
and pointed out that the city tour of thirty-three stations along days, but some were inclined to the
to control local flood conditions. It
Mark Campbell, home repairs.
has
'a
"wasteful overhead" in its arid near its Chicaga-New Orleans opinion that it would be 90 days.
is
understood
that
only
three
Jack Browder, carpentry, wood
or four Miss Mary
Fulton High
water
system on the flat rate ..uute beginning -on TuesdaY, April
Clifford Shields, secretary of the
property
owners have failed to returning and wood working.
School Teacher, Talked Before
charge.
The city can pump less wa- t5. The train,•a worthy companion Young Men's Business Club, was
Billy Murphy. carpentry, wood spond to efforts of the committee to
Lions Club Friday
ter and obtain more revenue by the! Of the all-pullman iight train the introduced by the president, and he
secure right-of-way so that a drae- '
turning and wood working.
installation
of water meters, he con-4"Panama Limited, will appear in Ful- brought an interesting, message to
'line
may,
come
in and get to work.
Billy Wilson. leathercraft, foresCitizens of 14t`on were worried
len, Tuesday, April 17, from 3 to the group
eluded.
upon the efforts of that
The city has proper legal grounds of the dangers faced in this corntry.
No action in the matter was taken 4 p. m.
organization to obtain new indusOtha Linton, the farm home and to condemn and take land necessary triunity by the board of education
Christenin
g ceremonies and pub- try in Fulton. An industrial
survey '
its planning, business. aeronautics, for improving flood control mea- unless the salaries of local teachers **- the council. But the possibility of
lic exhibitions will be held April is now in progress,
sures. but every effort has been are increased enough to attract installing meters and an overhead
and it is hoped
airplane structure, music.
in
Chicago
and
Ppril
25
city
that
in
New
water
tank will be disc.ussed at
a local organization can be
James Butts, firemanship, read- made to obtain right-of-way without and hold copal* men and womOrleans.
later council meetirupe
formed to push forward a programa
court action.
ing.
en, as Miss Mary Martin, Fulton
Regular operation between Chisa- that will bring new
industry to FulJimmy Sisson, firemanship.
Perennial floods here have caused High School teacher, talked before
go and New Orleans will begin Sun- ton.
Pat Kough, animal industry, art, thousands of dollars in damage to the Fulton Lions Club last Friday. METHODIST CHURCH
day,
April
27.
The
921
miles will be
IN EASTER CANTATA
An election of officers was held
horsemanship.
business property and stocks, and Miss Martin Wes introduced by
covered in fifteen hours and fifty- with the following
named on the
Billy Bone. animal industry, farm the creek project is a major prob- Frank Beadles, program chairman.
"The Easter Victory,' a cantata, ive minutes, with C._i_arture and ar- board of directors: Louis Kasnow,
home and its planning, farm layout lem in the civic betterment proMiss Martin's ,speech was pointed
rival
on
the
same
day
and with Warren Grtham, Bob White,•Ernest
gram. Most property owners have and concise, shawing the problems. was presented in the First Methodand building arrangement.
ist church last Sunday night, April nineteen stops en route. Through Fall, Jr., Joe Davis, Leon Browder,
.
onded willingly to the psoject, locally and
James R, Shupe, ffirm home and resp
nationally. . among
3. A fine program .of MU3iC was cars will furnish service to and Ward Johnson, Smith Atkins, Dr.
its planning, farm layout, art, ani- and granted right-of-way without teachers. She used figures from
earried knit under the direction of from St. Louis and Louisville.
R. V. Putham and Frank Beadles,
protest
cost
or
the
to
city.
few
A
mai industry, hog and pork proReaders Digest to show that many
The operation of the new train the retiring president.
The boardhave vigorious oppose the taking of teachers were Leaving the profes- IVIrs. M. W. Haws, and the orgsnist
duction.
will require two complete sets of then met in executive
Airs. C. L. Maddox.
session and
James Monty Vaden, farm layout. arty lartd from their property.
sion, while schools are operating
Choir
members,
Mesdames equipment, one set leaving ' each named R. V. Putnam as president of
But the creek project seems to with emergency teachers on subStrong. Whitnel, Cavender, Stella terminal daily. These trains will the organization.
be reaching a head now, according standard certificates.
YOUNG LANCASTER OPENS
Yates, Ruth Strayhorn, Birgham each consist of six brand new luxNEW MARKET IN S. FULTON to the city attorney. and work will -nitre aro in
autod iainouy
and Hugh Pigue; Misses Katherine urious choaches, a diner, a diner FULTON'YOUTHS
start on the creek in about 60 days, ment for
ed teachers' pay, Williams, Candender, Shelby, Hous- iouge, a baggage-dormitory car, a
ENLIST IN ARMY
Johnny Lancaster, young veteran it is reported.
WU
COM
salaries among ton, Davis, Roper, Bard, and Mari- !nail and express car and an obseroperater
market
known
and well
teachers and! er wages of other lyn Lynch; Messrs. Brigham, Sugg, vation-bar:lounge.
Aaron Ray Wild, 17, Fulton Route
here, who has been operating a Mar- ADAMS BODY SHOP
skilled
and ,unskilled
groups.
Interiors of the ears follow mod- 3, and Bobby Gene Collier, 17,
L. Gardner, Joe Davis, Jr. and
103
MOVES TO NEW BLDG. "Teachers watt be good citizens,"
ket at Fred Roberson's on State
ern design. with backgrolied co/ors Third-st, Fulton, have enlisted for
Charters- Andrews.
announces
opening
of
the
Miss Maran
Line-st,
. "They endeavor
predominantly blue.
three years with ordnance service
Adams Body Shop has moved to te participate iii community activihis new meat market next door to
FULTON SICRINEDS
in the Pacific.
.
a new location on the Martin High- ties, contribute to worthy cause, but
14r. Kohettion's store.
APRIL TERM OF
ATTEND MAYFIELD
way
near
railroad
the
crossing
in
there
inost
e
rn
installed
limit
is
a
stretching
the
t)
a small
He has
main COURT TO
SHRINE BANQUET
HELLO WORLD
and South Fulton. This shop was former- income."
market equipment lef
.
OPEF1 NEXT MONDAY
.
his market is spic and
titough- ly located in the building back of
Mr.
Several club' members went on
end Mrs. dux' Vincent Ot FulThe Purchase Shrine Club held 'a
Joes Auto Parts Co., on State Line- record as favoring the increasing
out ,
The April terrn of the Fulton ton, Route 3, annotmeeithe birth of
banquet and floor show at Hall.Host.
of teachers salaries in Fulton. This tel in Mayfield last Friday night, Circuit Court will open in Hiclunan a daughter Saturday morning at
'FULTON SOLDIER VISITS
Leland Adams has remodeled the would hare tq. be accomplished with about 125 Shriners and their on -Monday,-AiSMI 14.'Justin Atte the Haws Memoriat hospital.
GRAVE IN FRANCE old building on the Martin High- through an ineyeased local Assess- ladles present.
bery, circuit clerk, announced this
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Roee of Clinway for the new body shop and ment, tit a new.state law increasing
Among those from Fulton were week. The docket is very light, as ton arinounce the birth of a sort
Billy Mac Ray, grandson of Mr. !service which will hold its formal the tax rate from the present $1.50 Mr. end, Mrs. Rube McKnight, Mr. only equity cases will be heard.
Saturday night at the Fulton Hos'W. W. Kimbel, 705' Tennessec-st, opening roon. Repairs on fenders pet $106 ceiling.
Judge M. E. Anderson of Wick- pital.
and 160/ T. J. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
her
bodies
grave
of
are now being made
and car
recently visited the
H. D. Sia.nfield. Mr. and Mrs. G. L. life will preside as special judge
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Holden of thisson, Taman, who was killed during in the shop.
PFC. WILLIAli °NAN
.DeMyer, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Cowell, while cases are being tried in which
the war and buried in a cemetery
ADEPTES IN STATES C. H. Stephens and H. B. Reaves.
the regular Circuit Court Judge E. city, announce the birth of a daughter Sunday night at the Fulton HosOne enemy is too much.—George
near the home of Mrs Boogaart of
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Samuels and J. Stahr is interested.
Herbert.
Lumburg, The,Netherlands.
Pfc. Willlap p'Nan,. son of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Dobson of HickThe'regular May term of court pital.
6
If any two men desire the same f'Perite. Oltiiita • of Falton has ar- man attended.
A letter from the Googaarts wrote
opens on Monday, May 4th.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Reed of FulMrs. Klmbel telling of the visit of thing. which neVertheless they carp rived blic.1S40,ate States after nine
ton announce the birth of a son
her grandson In their home, where not both enjoy, they become enern- montitSitirthe
1)stilltjipines, and ex(
He is no man's enemy but his Saturday night at the Fulton Hos
A man has no enemy worse than
ies.—Thomas Hobbes.
pects to return- home soon.
ber son formerly visited.
own.—John, Clarke.
hirrutelf.—Cicero.
pitaL
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"CITY OF NEW ORLEANS"
pany will be completely air condiWILL STOP IN FULTON tioned. They will haVe ultra luxurious seats including Pullman-StandFulton has been selected as one ard's new Day-Nite type with a
of the stopping places of America's
folding leg rest and full length relonggest-run day train, the Illinois
clining chair giving chaise longueCentral's City of New Orleans,
comfort,
electrically
controlled
which will go into service Sunbrakes for smooth, easy stops and
day, April 27.
tight-lock couples for safety and
This announcement, made today riding comfort."
by H. B. Reaves of the Illinois CenReaves explained that the new
tral offices here, assures Fulton and
train which will be the first day
surronding territory of fast daytrain to link the Great Leakes and
time train service between either
Gulf of Mexico would really be two
Chicago and New Orleans and intrains, running in opposite directermediate points.
tions daily. The northbound train
"Not only will the service be fast, will depart from New Orleans daily
but it will be the ultimate in com- at 8:00 a. m., with arrival at Fulton
lort," Reaves said. "The new cars, at 4:58 p. m. and at Chicago at
which are nearing completion in 11.55 p. m. The southbound train
the Chicago plant of the Pullman- which will leave Chicago at 8:00 a.m.
Standard Car Manufacturing. Com- will stop at Fulton at 2:50 p. m.

Spring is here, and it's time to change the oil
in your motor, drain and clean your radiator,
and get your car ready for "open road" driving
during the beautiful days ahead.
1

Drive in to see us for that
Good Gulf Gasoline, Motor
Oil, Expert Lubrication, Tire
Repairs and other services
needed to keep your car
running smoothly.

Half the truth is often more dangerous than none.
Free advice, regagrdless'of its oft
gin, is Almost worthless.
i

POLSGROVE

SIMPLE JUSTICE

A diversified and well-balanced
The transportation problem in
farm program is the foremost need
this country bears honest -analysis.
of agriculture.
Some carriers now receive preferAnotner important consideration red treatment,
while others are,
for farmers now is the payment of by comparison, penalized.
Alf forms
land-mortgage debts, setting up of transportation
should be placed
cash reserves, prevention of farm- under one
regulatory body.
land price boom conservation of
Furthermore, taxation should not
the soil, and the education of the be put on any one form of transfarmers of the future.
portation at a disadvantage relaFarmers and bankers should co- tive to others, as is now the case
operate to make the structure of with railroads. Finally, on the
agriculture so secure that it can question of subsidies, sound public
travel through any perio dof re- policy would be the imposition of
conversion, transition or economic reasonable user charges on trucks,
change and come out unscatched buses, vessels, and
aircraft which
and ready to carry on.
would fairly compensate the govA great deal of security will be ment for its expenditures in profelt in observing the ownership of viding transportation facilities-used
farm lands that are homes, that by these carriers for private' gain.
are not for sale and that will not
The problem is not a simple one.
contribute to an unhealthy and un. Exhaustive
studies will have to be
wise spiralling of real estate prices.
made to determine what proporEqually satisfying will be the tion
of public facilities is used by
knowledge that lands are owned
private carriers fon profit-making
and occupied free of debt and suppurposes and what proportion is
ported by adequate reserves that'
have been set aside out of profit- properly chargeable to the taxable years to provide for any con- payers for ordinary public use.
But,- at the present time. it is ecitingencies that may arise.
dent that of all major forms of
Although the farm-land morttransportation, the railroads alone
gage debt is down to $5,000,000,000.
pay their own way. All other carI the lowest since 1916, it would be
riers rely more or less on public
a splendid idea to get the debt paid
in full, or have the amortizement subsidies.
payments made so far ahead that I
future maturities would not be embarrassing. Then if there are lean
WE FIX
years ahead there would not be
any mortgage debt worries,

IT'S TIME TO CHANGE

SERVI CE
STATION

FARMERS AND BANKERS

arriving in New Orleans at 11;55
p. m.

LEAKING VALLS
AND

-CELLARS
WITH NEW

SCIENTIFIC

AQUELI.

DR. T. M. REID

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

FULTON NEEDS HOMES

is probably of first importance irt
connection with efforts to attract
industry or workers into this section.
While the same situation probably exists, in a greater or Lesser
degree ln other areas, of the state,
the first cominunity to offer homes
will probably be the first in adding
population and industries.

We notice a news dispatch from
another state, reporting that an industrial plant will begin consturction on two hundred houses for
workers, at a cost of $1,546,000.
The point that the news article
makes is that people who must work
must have houses in which to live.
The same observation applies to
Fulton, where there is a serious
History may be explained as the
shortages of dwelling units. In fact, prevailing view of what might
the construction of living quarters have happened.

ROOF and FURNACE
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Smallman

Webb

TIN SHOP
Main and Olive Streets,

Fulton, Ky.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

The Scientific Mineral Surface
Coating that was used to control
water seepage and dampness in the
Maginot Line when other materials
failed?
Aquella is used inside or outside ...
above or below ground on porous
masonry surfaces, such as

Office Hours: 9 to 12 and 2 to 5

HERE'S WHY IT PAS
To Buy Insurance From

and by appointment
Plasmatic Therapy

VOU get more than a fire or casualty
1 insurance policy when you buy frons
this agency. In addition, you obtain tho')
lifetime services of a trained professiond !
man--skilled in protecting business and tho
individual. You make a friend who will
represent your interests in the settling of ,
claim. You meet a neighbor, familiar with
the problems of your community, who gives
guidance to your personal and business
acquaintances. And you obtain tbe peace
of mind that comes with a wen-planned
insurance program. That's why it pays to
buy insurance through ..

Atkins Insurance Agency

Sand and Gravel. See us for your building

for speedy baldn

7
r
47A, ,ez 7„e'
r KENTUCKY
frig7
(€:" SEE6

APP

SEE US NOW FOR HOME-GROWN U. S. 13 ClERTIFIED SEED
CORN--ORDERS BEING TAKEN FOR SPRING DELIVERY
DEALERS—Ky. Hdw. & Impl. Co., Fulton, Kr.
A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Reed Bros. MI, Fulton.

CHAS.L WRIGHT,Route 1, Fulton,Ky.

Reischmann's Dr/Yeast
is right there when you need it
•Get it today! Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast, the modern baking
discovery that keeps fresh in the cupboard for weeks—always "on the spot"
for extra-quick baking, extra delicious
results. IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—
lay in a good supply of speedy acting
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast—
use it as you need it. At your grocer's.

flaps in the cupboard
t;AY

// /////al

L-AT"Ilt;

/glikWag7

Th

CUSTOM PLANING!

3:C

IF you are Building or Repairing, we can help you with
a

ALL KINDS OF MOLDING
•WINDOWS AND DOORS MADE TO ORDER

•CONTRACT BUILDING OF ALL KIND

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

ro
eannr

d

ADA.b1.5 & LOWE, Inc.

•CABINETS MADE TO ORDER

Adams & Lowe

Alles

11.11111ME

•SCREEN WINDOWS AND DOORS

I '441/

111.11;;
S
R;R
ildl

P110:
avoid
of sic

•WEATHER BOARDING—ALL KINDS MILL WORK

nikeds.

1

tVe handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

•QUARTER ROUND AND

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,

iln egnthie)fll'
-with its
nomy
man bein
oft he se
—
--

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Aright—Phone 7

your material problems.

1

c
Luichtlutshatt
governm
supplies
...Mocked
So much
Outsidt

Call us lot an estimate.

PHONE 97

J. J. Cruce Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Grocery, Hickman; and
Middleton Store, Lower Bottom.

Easy To Build
With RACKS

of the v
The tr
self-evich

MCC CONCRETE, LIGHT WEIGHT
MASONRY UNITS, STUCCO or
CEMENT PLASTER

Electrical Treatments

Atkins Insurance Agency

anA
d duesqeuf

FULTON, KY.

Chiropractor
City National Bank Bkly

1111. 11 I

A. R. STEPHENS
Located 307 &liege Street, Near Freight Depot
Phone 1109

"In the future, Miss Puff, please file my
Fulton Pure Milk under M."

Fulton, Kentucky

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
THE WORLD, THE FLESH,
Whereever scarcity exists in any
AND THE DEVIL othercou ntry in the world its peoples and officials immediately call
Adequate food, clothes, houses upon America for a loan of mon.eY,
a
- nd useful work would solve many a gift of food or for other goods.
of the world's worst problems.
That is the flesh.
The truth of this statement is so
Whether or not our way of life
self-evident that it would be ridi- should be flattered by this world
culous to make it except for the dependency on our people is of
fact that the world's one form of minor importance. What is of major
government under which adequate importance is that some totalitarian
i,upplies can be produced is being arci planned economy zealotts at
.ittacked both at home and abroad. home are doing their level worst to
So much for the world.
destroy the one type of Overnment
Outside of America, the govern- on whicti the existence of the suf:mint
tl:e v..orlel seem to be rush- fering tooi-ld population depends.
ing hell bent into totalitariansim That is where the devil comes in.
.with its twin evils of planned ecoA perfect illustration of the
nomy and controlled activity of hu- harinful effect of such zealots can
man beings. The inevitable offspring be found in some of the rulings
ofthe se twin evils in scarcity. concerning the natural gas industry

NOTICE!
PRIDE OF ROAM ALLEN, 431179,
SERVICE STALLION
Red man, age 5 years, 15' 2 hands high, weight 1100 pounds.
SIRE: Argot Allen by Brown Allen by Hunter Allen F-10 by
Allen F-1. DA5I: June Norcross by Brantley's Roan Allen, by
Roam Allen F-38, by Allen -F-1. Outstanding

blood lines of

Tennesee Walking Horse known as Bonnie Cummings Horse.
APPOINTMENTS ONLY.

RAYMOND GAMBILL
FULTON, KY., ROUTE 1
PHONE 111?-R2 after 6:00 p. nt., or before 7:30 a. m. Will
avoid all accidents possible, but not responsible for any kind
of accident.

RECIPE OF THE WEEK

I HU3IAN SMASH-UPS INCREASE !are drinking more than ever
3nd
The objects we
. pursue and the
! Mildred McAfee Horton, president
Manv of the less expensive cuts
spirit we manifest reveal inn
!of
Wellesley College said just last
Women, particularly. tho,se who
of meat have the advantage of besfandpoint, and show what we are
ing rich in flavor when properly drink to excess, "smash-up' sooner!month that "college girls are drinPcwinning —Mary Baker Eddy.
ing
than
more
men.
than
they
used
i
to."
prepared. Such is the case
with
Men must be decided on what
The Chicago Woman.s Christian
This is the opinion of phsicians,
short ribs of beef. Browned to a
turn, then cooked at a low tem- psychologists and professors who Temperance Union says 90 percent they will not do, and then they
perature until tender and juicy, treat the neuroses and psychos-.!s of the inmates of institutions for tau able to act with vigor in what
they make a popular dish. Food attendant to overindulgence in itl- alcoholic cures are women and that they ought to do.—Mencius.
specialists at the UK College of r_thol. k is also the opinion and ex- 97 percent of them are housewives.
A clet2rmtnare purpcse in life and
The alarming increase in women
Agriculture and Home Economics perienc7 of Alcoholics Anonymous.
a steady adhesion to it throug.t all
becoming
exposed
to
physiological
ln this organization there are 8,000
offer tlais recipe:
disadvantages, are indispensatile
members—one-half of them women. damage and becoming "smash-ups,"
Braised Short Ribs of Beef
-onditions of .success.—W. M PunAccurding to a spokesman for Al- as doctors term such cases, should , shon.
4 pounds short ribs.
coholics Anonymous, women often prompt groups concerned with the!
3 teaspoons salt.
"smash up" at 30, while the aver- matter to undertake a rigorons pubPepper
lic campaign to ,curb the increase.
age man lasts until he is 40.
Veterinary Service
6 potatoes.
The mortality rate for women
carrots!
CHOOSING
Day or Night
drinkers in 1945 was 12.2, accord6 onions.
The strongest principze of growth
ing to Dr. Frederick I. Hoffman.
Phone 807-R
1-2 cup hot water.
human choice.—George
famous mortality statistician for in- lies in
Or Call 70
Cut the short ribs in serving size surance companies. Yale Univer- Eliot.
pieces, then brown in hot fat. Sea- sity's School for Alcoholic Studies
The measure of choosing well, is,
son with 2 teaspoons salt and dash recently found two things—that whether a man likes and finds goal Dr. H. W. Connaughton
of pepper. Add hot water and cover three million people in the United inw hat he has ctosen.—Lamb.
Graduate Veterinarian
tightly-. Bake in slow oven, 300 de- States "drink too much," and that
Choose always the way that seems
Located on Martin-Fulton
grees, for about 1- 1-2 hours, or un- at least one out of- every seven of the best, however rough it may be:
Highway
til the meat is tender. Add the po- these three million are women who custom will soon render it easy and
tatoes, carrots, onions and the re- drink steadily.
agreeable.—Pythagoras.
mainded of the salt 45 minutes beDr. Paul Studenski, professor at
fort removing from the oven.
New York University, found in a
Menu: Braised beef with potatoes, recent survey that young women
carrots and inions. apple-raisin
salad, blscuits,' butter and steamed
cherry pudding.

I

Cleaning out fire hazards is another form of life insurance, since
-:ome it,500 farm residents are killed
hy fire each year.

A QUALITY

FEED DOES‘.-)
IT BEST • k_ u

111. the Federal Power Commission.
The linmediate result is strangulaFOR GOOD START
tion instead of regulation of the
-FAST GROWTH
industry. The ultimate result is a
REAL CHICK PROFITS
restrictive economy which displaces the expanding economy
veh:ct enables America -to provide
for the world's needs in this tragic
hour.
The boid attempts of subordinate
oublic officials to change the
Reed Bros. Feed Co.
American way of life by advancing
I their own ideologies instead of carCORNO FEEDS & SEED
and SEED CLEANING
rying out the will of Congress
Phone 620 .— Located by FREIGHT
should be checked pronto.
DEPOT, FULTON, KY.

Insure Your Corn Yields By Planting

(HICK MASH'

*.xl-tv'en‘
,anvititol4A("g° . pet
. A'Arteacet-*
trea'tliti oitixAss

BROADBENT HYBRIDS

•

Yellow and White Varieties

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

•o

.

Notice To

Tomato Growers!

.4

We will have available for you good quality TOMATO PLANTS
from May 1 to May 15th, and urge that you plaoe your orders
now.
WE WILL ACCEPT

A

FEW

MORE

CONTRACTS

WITH

THOSE.WHO WISH TO GR&W TOKATVES FORAM:* CANNING PLANT. But please contact us just as soon as possible,
as /re can only handle acreage edough to keep our plant supplied to capacity.

Fulton

WATER VALLEY
CANNING CO. .

Illinois Central Station
Thursday, April 17th
3:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m.

WATER VALLEY, HY.

Coach seats made for perfect relaxation. Schtnthically
designed lag rests that brhsg
you to your destination thal•
trig fresh as a daisy.

It's coming! A new kind of train! And a new kind of
travel! Super de luxe, yet economical. Swift, yet so
pleasant you'll regret the speed of passing hours.
A history !making train—the first to make a start-tofinish, morning-to-night run of 921 miles between
Clicago and New Orleans—the first ever to offer daytime service between the Great Lakes anti the Gulf.
Mark your-calendar! Don't miss inspecting this magnificent new Blinois Central all-coach streamliner. In
daily service April 27th.

I LL I NO IS
CENTRAL
tfie dining car, Ilse lounges
and observation cars you'll find
tbe finest of everyilling
to please your purse I

OA A IN

RAILROAD
LIN!

OP

hIllittAIARRICA

WATCH
This space for
the opening
of The

HICKORY LOG
B R-B-1)

ve.r.
alb•

TFIF, FULTON

COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

The Fulton County News
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

M HEAPING FOR

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

FULTON HATCHERY

ro

Entered as second class matter June
28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton, Ky., under the act of March 3
1879.

TIME
t/RPEESEEDS

OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Business Notices and
Political
Casds charged at the rates speci.
fied by advertising department.

You'U find the finest vegetable and
Bower seeds in town at ...
FULTON HATCHERY
E. State Line,Phone 4,83, Fulton, Ky.

Subscription rates radius of 20
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elsewhere $2.00 a year.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN

A-1
FARMER ROBS HIS COWS
A farmer who puts out a block of
salt for his cattle and says, "Come
and get it" is certainly robbing his
cows, declares J. A. Hayes, agricultural agent of the Illinois.Central Railroad, of Paducah, Ky.
This is like the farmer's wife
who invites neighbors in for Sunday dinner and gives them a salt
FULTON BASEBALL OFFICIALS VISIT
shaker filled with wet salt which
TRAINING CAMP AT BAY ST. LOUIS, MISS.
will not pour.
Fulton may be Class D in the Minors--but local baseball off1cials
Cattle need about one ounce of
enthusiasm and getting the ball "rolling" early. Preparatory to are ace high when it comes to
the opening of Spring practice
salt per day, and this amount they
sessions at Fairfield Park here, local officials visited the training
cannot get from a block of salt,
at Bay St. Louis recently to look the boys over. In the group above camp of the Memphis Chicks-.
are: (I) Doc Protho, Manager
of the Memphis Chicks; (2) J. R. Happy Hogan, (3) F. A.
without making their tongues sore.
Homra, (4) Johnny Gill, manager of
Fulton
club,
(5)
Dalton,
K. P.
president of Fulton club, and (6) H. H. Bugg.
Much better than this method is to
use lose salt and mix it in right ILLINOIS CENTRAL
of the classes here and at Paducah. car foreman; L. S.
Beadersley, asproportions in feed, or by itself in
STARTS PSYCHOLOGY
Officers and supervisors .-intclled sistant car foreman; W.
C. Jacob, asa mineral box, conveniently placed
CLASS OF 27 MEN in the industrial psyshology class sistant
division elec., foreman; W.
so as to be readily accessible to the
*here.
T. Sulivan. agent, Mayfield; J. E.
cattle throughout the day.
•
With the twin aims of developing -, E. R. McMahon and H. A. Rust,
saner, agent, Dyersburg; C. B.
By using this method, dairymen the basic qualities of leadership I trainmaste
rs; T. C. Nelms, travel- Johnson, special agentt; G. M.
Jones,
find their cattle will keep in heal- and improving job relations, the
ing engineer; C. S. Selon, fuel en- lieutc:.ant: J. A. Bowers,
storekeepthy condition and give them more Illinois Central Railroad opened a I
gineer; A. H. Brown, supervising er: L. R. Willingham,
dist. foremilk adily, while beef produ.cers psychology class in Fulton last
agent, Chicago; J. H. Cavender and man; R. F. Kelley,
commissary
wW find their cattle put on gains Friday, with 27 employes enrolled. i
R. M. Lynch, general yardmasters; storekeeper; J. A. Paris,
gen. forefaster and more economically.
Fulton is one of 19 points alone S. H. Steel and H. P. Workman,
man; Ben Schwerdt, supervisor
the railroad 1.vhere these classes are yardmasters; H. N. Strong,
crew v..ater works; J. S. Mills, D. T.
The optimist says his glass is being conducted. Dr. James Calvin,
inspectotr; F. A. Kilpatrick. as- Crocker and I. D. Holmes,
track
half full; the pessimist says his is zissistant professor of psychotogy,
sistant trainmaster; V. J. Voepeli. supervisors.
half empty.
University of Kentucky, is in chargz_. round house foreman; M. E.
Daws,
The class will receive 32-hOurs
of instructions at the Young Men's
Business Club on Lake-st.

Removal Notice!
I wish to announce to the motoring public, and to my friends
in this vicinkty, that I have moved my body repair shop front
its forme; 'location in the building lust back of Jones Auto

-Be wise! Save money by 'wrong
us repair machinery and equipment before minor troubles become major ailments. Our experienced farm implement mechanics will do
reasonably
priced repairs no.v that will
save you money later on. Call
us today.

Parts Co.. on State Line Street to--

THE MARTIN HIGHWAY AT THE
RAILROAD CROSSING IN SOUTH FULTON
We solicit and appreciate your patronage. We do any
kind
of automobile body and fender work. You'll like our workman.
ship and service.

WILLIAMS HDW. CO.
PHONE 169
Fourth St
1Folton, Ky.

HUBERT ADAMS

ADAMS BODY SHOP

CITY ELECTRIC CO
205 Commercial Ave. Phone 401
Appliances,

Wirnig,

'AND SERVIPE satin:*

Sporthig

Phone 13224

Martin Highway

Goods, Radio Repairing
Howard Strange, Electrician

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan

AT •
CAIRO

CAIRO

WATCH

May 6, 7
June 1* 2, 3
July 7, 3
Sept. 1,* 1

FULTON

May 30,* 30,1' 31
July 5, 6,* 6*
Aug. 24,' 24,.* 25

EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
UNION CITY
COURTEOUS SERVICE

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.

KITTf

MAYFIELD

REPAIRING

Geep
INUINVICGsa
ISTENED ke
K

"Are Sin, Disease, and Death
Real?" is the subject of the LessonSermon which will be read in all
Christian Scien.ce churches throughout the world on Sunday, April 13,
1947.
The Golden Text is "Art thou not
from everlasting, 0 Lord my God,
mine Holy One? we shall not die...
Thou of purer eyes than to behold
evil, and canst and look on iniquity." (Hab. 1:12, 13).
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the following from the Bible: "And God
saw everything that he had made,
and, behold, it was very good. Alia
the evening and the morning were
the sixth day." (Gen. 1:31).
LITTLE
In great matters men show tiOiemaelves as. they wish to be seen; in
amall matters„ as they are.-Gamaliel Bradford.
It's just thc little h-omely things,
The unobtrusive "friendly things,
The
"wonlyou-let-me-help-you"
things that make our pathway light.
Grace Haines.

FOR A-1 CLEANING
215 Church Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 906

BIG
WIND! ifillijiwavde600-M.PH. HURRICANE IS CREATED IN THIS WIND
TUNNEL AT MOFFETT FIELD, CAL IT TAKES GENERAL
ELECTRIC MOTORS TOTALLING 2z000 woiesiRowsp
TO TURN THE BLADES SNOWN IN THIS PICTURE.

LIGHT IN A CIRCLE.
CIRCLINEA NEW CIRCULAR
FLUORESCENT LAMP
DESIGNED BY G-E
LIGMTIN•S ENGINEERS
-HAS MANY USES.
32-WATT SIZE GIVES
AS MUCH LIGHT AS A
i00- WATT
INCANDESCENT LAMP.

GENERAL

MILLION
OWNERS!
THE NUMBEROF
- ENERAL ELECTRIC
_70CKHOLDER% NOVI
ABOUT 254004

HIGHER THAN EVER
BEFORE/

ELECTRIC

1947--Kitty League Baseball Schedule--1947

Ham Etheridge, Radio Technician

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

South FUlten"

SUNDAY, APRIL 13
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

CLEANERS

HOPKINSVILLE

CLARKSVILLE_
t
44
MADISONVILLE
.
'`

owkNSBORO

AT
MAYFIELD
..
May 8, 9
June 27, 28, 29*
July 9
Aug. 18, 19, 20
ARRANGES

'
May 13, 14, 15
July 12, 13,* 13*
Aug. 29, 30, 31*

June 13, 14, 15"
July 23, 24, 25
Aug. 13, 14, 15
.
June 10, 11, 12
July 14 11 16
- Aug. iiir I, is

June 4, 5, 6
July 20," 21, 22
Aug. 16, 17,* 17*
,
ilUle 7, 8,* 9
July 17,111-.19
lug, •7, I, 9

.
4May 22, 23; 24
June 24, 26, 26
July 26, 27,4",212

May 25,* 25,' 26
Jwle 16, 17, 18
July 29, 26 31

AT
UNION MY
.

AT
HOP'SVILLE

AT
CLARKS'LE
.

June 7, 8,* 9
July 17, 18, 19
Aug. 7, 8, 9

June 4, 5, 6
July 20," 21, 22
Aug. 16, 17," 17

June 10, 11, 12
July 14, 15, 16
Aug. 10," 11, 12

1MaY 8. 9
May 22, 23, 24
June 27, 28, 29''
June 19, 20, 21
July 9
July 26, 27,* 28
Aug. 18, 19, 20
--I
May 19, 20, 21
1
CHART
June 22,* 22,' 23
July 29, 30, 31
I
1
IMay 25,t 25," 26
June 16. 17, 18
ALL-STAR
Aug. 4, 5, 6
't

May 16, 17, III*
July 3, 4,* 4*
Aug. 26, 27, 28

May 10, 11" 12
May 30." 30,*
June 30, July 1, 2 July 5, 6,* 6'31
Aug. 21, 22, 23
Aug. 24,' 24,4 25

May 16, 17, 18*
July 3, 4,* 4"
Aug. 26, 27 28

____ May 10, 11,* 12
May 13, 14, 15
June 30, July 1, 2 July 12, 13,* 13*
Aug. 21, 22, 23
Aug. 29; 30, 31*

• May It St 21
4une 22,* 22,* 23
\Aug. 4,.5, 6

AT
FULTON

126-GAME

May 6, 7
June 1,' 2, 3
July 7, 8
Sept. 1,* 1
May 27, 28, 29
June 24, 25, 26
Aug. 1, 2, 3*
11,
,7•,.--May 19, 20, 21
June 22,* 22* 23
July 29, 30, 31
June 13, 11, 15*
July 17, 18, 19
Aug. 7, 8, 9

--..--;A...,
May *1, 28, M
June 10, 11, 12
Jane HI, 20, 21
July 20,* 21 22
Aug. I, 2, 3*
Aug. 16, 17,* 17*
i,, 1
1

"DENOTES SU DAY AND HOLIDAY

MES

May 22, 23, 24
May 6, 7
June 19, 20, 21
,h2h4 I,* 2, 3
Jtily 26, V,* 28
lute 7, 8
e0t.' 1,* 1*
,
.
4, 8, d
y 30,* 30,* 31
July 14, 16, MI * lay 5, 6,* 6*
Aug. It* 11, 12
Aug. 18, 19, 20
June 7, 8,* 9
July 23, 24, 25
Attu 13, 14, 15
I ,,
"1"--

AT
MAD'NVILLE

AT
OWENS'Ire•

May 27, 28, 29
June 19, 20, 21
Aug. 1,2 , 3"

____
May 25,* 25,0 26
June 16, 17, 111
July 29, 30, 31

June 13, 14, 15"
July 23, 24, 25
,Aug. 13, 14, 15

May 19, 20, 21
June 22,* 22," 23
Aug. 4, 5, 6

May 22, 23, 24
June 24, 25. 26
July 26, 27,* LI

,May 25," 25," 26
iJune 16, 17, 18
Aug. 4, 5, 6

June 7, 8,* 9
July 23, 24, 25
Aug. 13, 14, 15

June 4, 5, 6
July 14, 13, 16
Aug. 10," 11, U

May 27, 28, 29
June 24, 25,' 26
Aug. 1, 2, 3"

June 10 ,11, 12
July 20,* 21, 22
Aug. 16, 17,* 17*

_--June 13, 14, lir
July 17, 18, 112
Aug. 7, 8, 9

May 8, 9
June 27, 28, 29*
July 9
Aug. 21, 22, 23

5lay 13, 14, 15
July 12, 13,* 13*
Aug. 26, 27, 28

May Ad, 17, IS*
July 3, 4,*4*
Ayt. ES, 311, IV
,
____- __
_ _May 10, II,* 12
_
y 30," 30," n
June 30, July 1, it. July 5, 6,. g•
Aug. 24,* 24,* 25 , Aug. 18, 19, MI

GAME

May 16, 17, 18*
July 2, 4,* 4*
Aut. 29, 30, 31*

May 181,11,* 12
May 13, 14, 15
June 39, July I, 2 July 12, 13,* 13*
Aug, 24,* IA,* 25 Aug. 26, 27, 28
''

-

Y S. 9
JULY Itlehi ,Mine 27, ZS, 2110
4. uly 7
,•Aug. 21, 23, ZS
May 6, 7
June I,* 2, 3
or JULY nth
July 8, 9
S94. It• 1*
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DEATHS

•

tery in charge of Hornbeak
neraj Home.

MRSi B. G. BOAZ
Mrs. Hattie Gholson Boaz, 871
died Monday morning at the Jonen
Clinic. Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon in the chapel at
Hornbeak Funeral Home with the
Rev. B. J. Russell officiating. Interment was fn Boaz Chapel ceme-

Fu-

She leaves one son, Paul Boaz of
Mrs. Brtintiige ivas born north of ! The man's thinking
apparatus
It takes some 3,000 bolts to 4-tullek
Fulton; or* brother, Ben Gholson of Dresden, April 31, 1894. She marriin low gear who cranks a tractor a motor car together-and orals asav
Mrs. Boaz was born in Obion Fulton; one grandson, Robert Boaz ed John Bell Brundige, Dec.
23,
'while it is in gear; he may be put , nut to scatter it all over the causeCounty, Tenn., on December 9, of this city. Her husband preceded 1908, and one son and one
daugh1879, and held membership in the 'her in death in 1938.
tryside.
ter were born. She was an active ' peimanently into "neutral."
Boaz Chapel church for many years.
member of the Glea-sbn Baptist
She moved to Fulton eight years
JAMES W. WALLACE
church, and had many friends.
She leaves her companion; one
ago, moving her membership to the
Janke W. Wallace, son of the late
son, Paul of Gleason, and one
Fulton Methodist church.
Mg. and Mrs. Stephen Wallace,
daughter, Mrs. Horace Blackburn
died at his home near Limbs Store,
of Trenton, Tenn; five grand-chilafter a short attack of pneumonia,
dren.
Friday. Funeral services were held
at Alamo Baptist church Saturday
MRS. LORA M. OWEN
afternoon by Revs. Green Cooper
und W. -A. Boston. Interment in a
Mrs. Lora M. Owen, 71, died Sunnearby cemetery in charge of W. day at 11:30 o'clock at the home of
W. Jones & Sons.
her daughter, Mrs. Frank Midyett,
Mr.- Wallace was 93 years old, 112 Taylor-st, in South Fulton. Fuand had lived most of his life in neral services were conducted Tueshis community. He married Mary day at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel
Arm Morgan and one daughter was by the Rev. J. A. Kelly of Mayfield.
horn. She with his companion pre- Interment was in Camp Beauregard
ceded him in death. He later married cemetery near Water Valley with
Badey and four children Hornbeak Funeral Home in charge.
were born. His companion and four
She leaves three daughters, Mrs.
thilclren preceded him in death, and John Howell and Mrs. Novella
he later married Mis4 Alice Ram- Mears of Detroit, and Mrs. Midyett
sey and eight children were born.
of this city; one son, Thomas Owen,
,
1111P.,
He knows your local soil and weather problems because he farms nearby. He
He leaves his companion; three Milwaukee, Wis.; two sisters, Mrs.
knows through testing and observing many hybrids each year which varicties
sons,
Jim
and Eugene Wallace of Ancy Yates of Fulton and Mrs. Lela
.*C0'
grow most productively on your type of soil and location. He can offer you a
steady flow of new and better hybrids being released etch year by Pioneer
Sharon, Tenn.; Hann Wallace of Casey of Pilot Oak; one brother,
corn
breeders. Hc can offer you a wider selection of hybnds and satisfy any
Chicago; four daughters, Mrs. Rob- Fenner Waller, Milan, Tenn.; a
type and maturity of com you prefer.
ert Burkett. Mrs. John Garrett and niece, Lorene Boyd, Detroit; five
Pioneer representatives are •'hybrid specialists" who give intelligent. honest, and
constructive suggestions about hybnd seed corn. Caa or see your local
Mrs. I3urnice Anderson, all of Un- grandchildren, several nieces and
Pioneer
representative now
--ion City; Mrs. Effie Roberts o
- f nephews.
Troy, Tenn.; twenty grandchilMrs. Owen was born in Milan,
,A,OCAL plOtt_EER REPRESENTATIVIU
dren, three great grandchildren and
Tenn., and was a member of the
one great great grandchild.
Flat, Tenn., Methodist
Hickory

FIE'S YOUR GUIDE TO

Ilr

0-oceft-

SIII

7
1*
,.‘
‘'"7'01f,

-

ril
f/me 17"

Sea

....Your

Your Family Will
Like It Here
Families like our style. They like the' food-the
pleasing surrounding-the congenial atmosphere--yes, and our moderate prices, too. Give
mother a chance to enjoy herself where there's
no cooking-and no dishwashing to be done.
Just bring the whole family here for dinner.

, MRS. CLERCY BRUNDIGE

RUSHTON'S CAFE
Hugh Rushton. Prop.

Announces Details of
$20,000,000 Price Reductions
We have reducedyrices on 163 models. These
'cover 1± basic medels of farm tractors, 123
basic models of farm machines, 16 basic models

of induairial tract* and engines, and 12 modfins of motor trucks, as well as certain motor
-truck attachments: The new lower prices are
•OilapillactiVe as of March 10, 1947.

"-•

These reductione were made not becauee of
Ely decline in demand, but becauee we believe
• :seething is more important to this country than
•

to'lower the prices of the goods people buy.
While prices have not been changed on all
- products, we have made reductions wherever
possible, in the amounts possible. Prices of
many of our most popular products have been
substantially lowered.
Altogether, more than half of the company's
•••••or,risers will be.benefited by the reductions.
range from 1% to 23.8% and from $2.50

to $300 per item, hosed on list prices, F.O.B.
Chicago.

•••••••

Since the people have demanded that the
government withdraw from price control in
peacetime, the responsibility to keep prices in
.check is back where it should be-in the hands
of business and industry. The business outlook
makes it possible for us io move toward the
goal of lower prices, and we have felt a duty
to act ae promptly as possible.
Our ability to maintain these low. prices
will depend on the supply -r.d price of materials
we buy from r A-.•1 and on uninterrupted proat reasonable wage levels.
The prices listed here carry out our announced policy that "Any Arice is too high if
it can be reduced."

25 More Types of Products
Plows-52 models reduced from $9.00 to $20.00
(3% to 10.7%).
Culthiators-13 basic models reduced 45.00 to $10.00
(4.5% to 7.4%).
Listen and keddlebustars-7 models reduced $5.00 in
each case (2.8% to 4%).
Corn Planters-4 basic models reduced $5.00 in each
case (3% to 4.8%).
Grain Drift-11 models reduced $14.25 to $20.00
(4.4% toli.3%).
Ileviers-2 basic models redhead $4.00 and $11.50
(2.5% and 5%).
Seep Ities-1 model reduced $5.00 (5.5%).
Mop Nay Besr-1 nsodel reduced $75.00 (4.1%).
SoM-Praselled Comlias-1 basic model reduced $122.50
(3.4%).

INTERIMATIONAL

Fulton Hatchery Eitinteelikr

Mrs. Clercy Fowler Brundige, 52,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs:
MISS MINNIE SWIlFT
Coleman Fowler, died suddenly of
heart attack in her home at Gleason,
Miss Minnie Swift died Tuesday
,Tenn.. on April 3. She had been in
morning at the home of her greatpoor health for some time. Funeral
-niece, Mrs. James Cheatham, 505
services were held at Gleason
services
Arch-st, Fulton. Funeral
Baptist church by Revs. J. R. Coopwas held Wednesday afternoon at
er and H. A. West on Thursday aftHornbeak funeral chapel with the
ternoon of last week. Interment
Rev. Sam Ed Bradley officiating.
in Hopewell cemetery.
Interment was in Fairview cemetery

in charge of Hornbeak Funeral
Home.
She leaves two nieces, Mrs. Ruby
Harper of Fulton and Mrs. R. H.
Shreve of Chicago; one nephew,
Freeman Swift of Fulton; one sister-in-law, Mrs. H. E. Swift of Fulton; several great nieces and great
nephews.

th

Detait of the recently al-mounted International
Harveeter policy of making price reductions
to Settek veers of
prldista approximatily
220,0Q0,000 a year have now been worked ant.

church. She had made her home
with her daughter here since 1939.
Her husband died in. 1923.

PIONEER Representative

i

"Stuffed-Up"Nose,lisadachipt
duo to.. '
OI
SS
..t.,•11

66(i
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owl los 6 weals
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FARM TRACTORS
12 Models
Reduced $10 to $134 (up to 10.6%)

Cnv'on' Take only of di,
.19c1

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Rome

Os MOTOR TRUCKS
12 Models
Reduced $50 to $300(1.9% to 3.6%)

Phase =I
129 University
MARTEN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service WeD
Within Your Means

.
41116 FARM MACHINES
123 Models
Reduced $2.50 to $122.50
(1.9% to 23.8%)

Relief At Last
For Your Cough
•

,
INDUSTRWIL TRACTORS
(Crawier)-4 Models
Reduced $35 to $50(1.0% to 1.6%)

bane Caws-3 models reduced $22.75 'in each
c.aae (4.8% to 7.1%).
&allege ihmester-1 model reduced $33.75 (3.9%).
Itammar Wis-2 models reduced $5.00 in each caae
(1.99, and 3%).
Lime Spreedw-1 basic model reduced $2.50 (4.9%).
Power Losisr-1 model reduced $25.50 (8.9%).
Mamie Spreader-1 model reduced $13.00 (3.5%),
Mat Untts-2 models reduced $12.00 and 317.0:'
(14.4,
g, and'18.4%).
liNkrs Vacuum Pumps-2 modelo :ft
/.00 in each
case (11.5% and 1'3
Portable 11:1Lar Vacuum Pumps-2 models reduced $17.00
in each case (11.37,, and 11.7%).
Stainless Seel Maker Pails-2 models reduced $5.00 and
$10.00 (18.5% and 23.8%).
Crum Separators-4 modela reduced $13.25 in each
case (8% to 10.4%).
Tractor Trafier-1 basic model reduced $12.75 (5.5%).
Mak Coolers-5 models reduced $8.00 to $13.00 (1.9%
,g).
to 4.3,
Industrial Tractors (Wheel)-4 basic models reduced $19.00 to $56.00 (1% to 3.4e70.
Industrial Power Units-8 modeLs reduced from $10.00
to 11.4%).
to $150.00
Motor Truck Attachments-7 items reduced from $6.25
to $268.00, including a e,hange in specifications on
two items.

Creoraulsion relieves prompt17 because it goes ri&t to the seat of the
trouble to help boom and expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottie of Creomulision with
tbe tmderstanding yes must like the
riniarly allays the cough or you
witlf
are to have your money heck.

CREOMULSION

For C,orselts, Chest Colds, Bronchitis

for draperies
and
slip covets
There is a n easy.
economical way to
increase the attractiveness
your
of
home; simply bring
back the color and
sparkle
of drapes
and slip covers. Our
cleaning
expert
service will ne,a
them look like flew.
It's a real sluing
beauty treatment far
tired faded fabricri.
Call 14.

-P'ARISIAN
Laundry Se Cleaners

ANNWICING
The opening of my NEIW
MARKET, 105 East State
Line, next door to Vred
. Roberson grocery.
AllAinds of-

TELEX
-,TELEMOLD
Invisible Ear-Piece
Tiny, tiny TELEX brings you back to
the world of sounds clearly heard. And
TELEMOLD
hides your
Secret

Fresh Meats
Meat Products
Dairy Products
Phone 1340

JOHNNY'S
MEAT MARKET
HARVESTER

Telex HearbIg Center
103 G4t.lin Bldg. '
Murray, Kentucky

••••••

John E. Lancaster, Owner
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ROCK SPRINGS

If You N‘ ant To
Build A New Home
—SEE THE—

CLINTON LUMBER CO.
IN'e will build and finance your new home, at less cost
Man the rent you now pay.
See us for repair% and remodeling—small monthly payau-311s and no mortgage on your home.
serve as general contractor, and all material is cut
and fitted in our modern mill-work shop. Contact BILLY TAYLOR, phone 2212, Clinton.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED.
•

CLINTON LUMBER CO.
THE STORE WITH THE QUALITY SIGN
Veatch

Gaskins

CLINTON, KY.

1111111
111111111111111111.111111111.111111111.1111=11
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Mrs. Georgia Moore spent Monday with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
Copelen visited
Martha Kay
Pressie Moore and family Monday.
Kenneth McClanahan is ill with
mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Ehnoore Copelen
and daughter, Mrs. Pulley and Mrs.
Nora Copelen visited awhile Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott.
Mrs. Nina Moore, Misses Ina Bellew Narie, Marie and Gladys Moore
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Thelma
Dillon.
Several from this community attended the program at Crutchfield
Wednesday night, given by Less
Morgan and his Ozark Play Boys.
Mrs. Jennie Putty is spending a
few days with friends in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hernia Patrick
spent Saturday. night and Sunday
with Marshal and Johnie Moore.
Bro. Wilson and Mrs. Maud Elliott spent awhile Saturday night
with Pressis Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Cardwell visited Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow Sunday
afternoon.

TIRES-BATTERIES-TIRES

Sandra Hale spent the week end
with Martha Kay Copelen.

and your old battery

Why Pay More?
Just Received—Large Shipment

MONTGOMERY WARD Riverside TIRES
Montgomery Ward Riverside Batteries
Grmtp i
MONTGOMERY WARD BATTERY----Type HI----24 months guarantee.

$11.75
and your old battery

Group 2
MONTGOMERY WARD BATTERY----Type H2----24 months guarantee.

$14•45
SPECIAL

CAYCE F. H. A. NEWS

paints
Your neighbor
too.
And papers,
help
Dollar's
Bill
true.
Makes dreams come

Dress up your house, your car, your family. Get the things you
want and need ta make your dreams come true. Phone, or come
in and tell us how much you need. You'll find us friendly and
anxious to help. We've be.,n loaning money to people like you
for things like that for years. But, unless you were one of them
you wouldn't know anything about it because all transactions are
.confidential and handled in strictest privacy.

Orttemic4e.,Lo0A.N . CORPORATION
ON'ER DeMYER JEWELERS
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
Wm. P. Horton, Mgr.
Phone 1252

Walls
That Sing
of Spring
Your walls will sing of Spring—if
you give them a new-season look
with one of our lovely, modern
wallpapers. Whether y o u wish
striking colors or quiet patterns,
our quality papers
.
assure you new.
home loveliness at loiv cost. Stop%
and see them today.

EXHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
_Oa

.The Cayce F. H. A. Chapter held
its regular meeting on April 4. Minutes of the previous meeting were
lead and approved.
F. H. A. girls plan a trip to Mammoth Cave on the week end of May
9th if a bus can be obtained fo.transportation.
A District F. H. A. meeting was
held April 6 at the Murray TrainSchool. The president, Mary Jane
Bondurant: vicepresident, Elaine
Rice; secretary, Manon Scott; treasurer, Bobbie Sue Buchanan; two
delegates, Ruth Jean Bondurant and
Wanda Stallins; Miss Pauline Wag-gner, advisor, attended the meeting.
Ow- club entered scrap books in
an exhibit, gave a demoncration of
an opening ritual, and told of successful recreational activities. and
suggested "Kentucky F. H. A.
Flashes" for the name of the state
F. H. A. newspaper.
The F. H. A. play is in progress
and will be presented on Friday
April 25.
AN
Shurbs around the school grounds
have been pruned by the club.
The next meeting of the club will
he held on April 18.
Several sprays have been developed to kill weeds, butt the best
garden weed killer is stitll the hoe.
Don't let a late start discourage
gardening; Nature may; postpone
spring, but she hasn't put off our
appetites.

UNCLE HANK SEZ
ERM "r00 MANY
GOOD FOLKS IN "(HIS HERE
WORLD FER A FELLER
10 ASSOCIATE WI 'NEM
NOT.

$8.45
and your old battery

Guaranteed----New Second Tires of well known brands.
600 x 16 - - - $10.95 (tax included)

---Free Mounting and Installing-ALL ODD SIZE TIRES IN STOCK

600 x 16 - - -from $7.95 up
We carry the largest stock of Grade 1 Tires, Seconds, Rejects and Adjustments in the South.
SHOP US BEFORE YOU BUY!
MUCK. PASSENGER CAR and TRA( TOR TIR l:S, TUBES and HATTERIES—WE
YOU UP TO 50 PERCENT.

WHOLESALE

Ith and Depot Streets

1711

„

•4.

Please use your Telephone
for
Emergency Calls only

.

King Motor Co.
Plymouth-Chrysler
Sales
Service
111-115 Carr St.
Phone 1267

management of this company tried hard to avoid
it, and we hope it will soon be settled.

Meanwhile, please use your telephone only in case
of emergencies. This applies both to LOCAL and

Aril
.1.•

.dismomminh.
LAWN MOWERS

MOORE JOYNER—In charge of repair department.
MERL GRISSOM—In charge of service station.

Fulton, Ky.

We regret that there is a telephone strike. The

%Lift' CIL,

GET READY NOW FOR

-LONG DISTANCE calls. We are doing our best
to handle all emergency calls and we greatly
appreciate your help and cooperation during this
trying time.

THAT GRASS-GROWN LAWN:
WI have lawn mowers of either
hand-driven or motive power,
and you ean make your job
easier with a good Lawn Mower.

WILLIAMS
16Pdware Co.
PHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

111111111111110111111111111r

SAVE

RETAIL

Phone 904

AWL.'

PLAY SAFE ... bring your clothes
to the QUALITY CLEANERS. Regular cleaning not only keeps you
looking tip-top . .. it makes clothes
last longer. Embedded dirt wears
delica e fibers. . . makes fabric
weak. DON'T TAKE CHANCES.
Let us clean your clothes and hats,
regularly.

For worry-free driving this spring,
have your car checked over by our experienced mechanics. Your-ear-will take
hilLs and curves safely, with new, added
power. Drive in today.

CAN

FULTON TIRE SERVICE

Located in New Buitding
2012,Chill~ladflear."Wir'

•

1

MONTGOMERY WARD'S 18 month guaranteed battery.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

rr,
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SI WRAP(
RECORD
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NEW ARRIVALS IN RECORDS
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FANS! FANS! FANS!

APRIL SHOWERS
By GUY LOMBARDO

FOR THE HOT WEATHER

IT'S DREAM TIME

AHEAD

By CARMEN CAVELLARO
We are fortunate in receiving
an advance shipment of Fans. All
sizes, for all purposes. Window
tans, oscillating

and non-oscil-

lating fans, exhaust fans, stand
fans, attic fans. Prices Rrange
from--

$8.95 to $105.00
CHENILLE BED
-SPREADS

OPEN AN AtCOUNT
WITH US TOMORROW
... and choose any one of these
3 Easy Ways to buy furniture

Beautiful, full size spreads, in
assorted colors. Regular $16.50
and $17.50 values. OUR SPECIAL
PRICE THIS WEEK ONLY—
YOIU GET 8 PIECES
Beautiful Walnut Finish
. . . and a sensation it, is with these
8 beautiful pieces at this minute
price! Includes the lovely bed in
walnut finish, a large chest of
drawers. a vanity dresser, mattress,
coil springs, bedside table. bedside
table lamp, and a handsome throw
rug.
15 Months to Pay

$10.50
STREAMLINER
COOKER or CANNER
Here's a real pressure cooker,
7 quart capacity, complete with
trays. Only—

$19.95
ALL-ELECTRIC ICE
CREAM FREEZER
This freezer will come in
tiandy at parties, outings and
family gatherings. 4-quart size.

$29.50
SONORA

RADIO, model 176,
white plastic, 5-tube design

1FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OR STORED FREE!

$25.95

MODERN WALL COVERING
SONORA

RADIO, model

beautiful

walnut

208,

TANI MODIL 1111-207. Fivetubes, no sexist or &tonna
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. musuallp
letSe.moron-read
....'

fugshed, in

wood, 6-tube set

No
IMOI1

imiturn
RIMS

MUM 111V411111

Wiiiinnissai
musswassula

11111.11111111Mill

Beautify your Kitchen or Bathroom with
some of Our Moderti Wall Covering.
Sexeul Good patterns to select from.
Price, per lineal foot
,
75c

$49.25
SONORA

RADIO, model

handsome

waLnat

209,

finished, in

wood, 6-tube set

$43.95
SONORA

RADIO, model

223,

4-tube battery set with battery

$46.00
SONORA RADIO AND RECORD
PLAYER, combination set model

WE CARRY A NICE LINE
OF FLOOR COVERING
in six or nine foot widths.
Also Linoleum Rugs and
Throw Rugs of Various
Sizes and Types.

In radio, it's tone,ofcourse,&ma
most important. And for tone;
you think of SONORA, pioneer is
tone engineering for over 30
years. Come in and hear these gear
models—then yOu be the judgc.

$59.35
SONORA

RADIO, model

215,

6-tube radio and automatic record changer

$107.95
SONORA

RADIO. model

219,

8-tube console radio, and automatic record player
11

$235.00

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITUREN,C07
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE,'Manager

PHONE'100

^

• Alla
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PALESTINE
URGING FAMILY BUDGETS
It's better that your wife found
JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Weakley Ranks Second
LEAVE
a letter you forgot to mail than one
The
OF FULTON HIGH
Institute
of
Life
Insurance
visitors
of
Mr.
and
Sunday evening
In Farm Bureau Members recently inaugurated a series of ad- , 3'ou forgot to burn.
ON NEW ORLEANS TRIP
Hamp Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.

HEALTH'S SAKEFOIL
SEE YOUR

Eighty-four students of the Junior and Senior classes of Fulton
High School, and six faculty members, left Thursday night. at 7:45
o'clock on two special Illinois Cenlral pullmans, for a week-end trip
to New Orleans. La.

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

DR. B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY
•

KENTUCKY
HATCHERY
Caftan'VIAL OP LIFT'
. trona brood.
1101 nett blue.grams myna.
Ilimenalmilmain." U.S.Uniform'
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FRIENDSHIP
A friend should be one ip. whose
understanding and virtue we can
equally confide. and whose opinion
we can value at once for its justness and its sincerity.
-Robert Hall
Real friendship is a slow grower
and never thrives unless engrafted

ANNOUNCEMENT
I have purchased the store on Oak Street know
as STALLINS GROCERY.
and efficient
; will endeavor to render the same courteousextend
a hearty

service as has been the practice of this store. I
welcome to all former customers of this store and invite nen`
customers to come in.
WATCH FOR OUR ANNOUNCEMENT OF DELIVERY
SERVICE.

MERRYMAN'S GROCERY
Garland Merryman, owner
South Fulton

120 Oak Street

Regains 12 Lbs. Taking
Retoga, Back At Work
give me no strength. Everything
He Got Back From'seemed
to sour and ,cause so much
Europe He Felt Like A'gas in my stomach it was often hard
Wreck, States Well for me to get a deep breath. Sometimes I telt so shaky I had to lie
•-Known Veteran. Can down for a hour or more. I had to
tat Plenty Now, Sleeps take harsh purgatives regularly, I
felt too high strung and jittery to
Fine And Feels Lots :sleep
much. and I felt so weakened
Stronger.
I sometimes thought I would nev-

-When

-Betonga is the only medicine I
found that gave me the relief I
cmcied and I wish I could tell every-me suffering as I did about it,"
gratfully states Mr. Woodrow Cook,
well known farmer of Route 2, Westmoreland, Tenn., and a veteran of
nearly two years service in the
. army in Europe.
-When I got back from army service I felt like a wreck,- continued
Mr.. Cook_ "My weight was down
nearly twenty pounds, I had no appetite, and what I ate seemed to

Mrs.
_
vertisements to proclaim •the cenCoy Wiggins of Murray, Ky., Mr.
Weak ley County Farm Bureau tral theme
that family budgets andl
and Mrs. Ormand Caldwell, Mr. now ranks second
in tnembership family happiness go hand in hand. ,
and Mrs. Max Caldwell and daugh. in the 90 counties of
Tennessee. A . The advertising campaign was inter, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ernmer. big program is
ahead in Weakley tended as .a public service and to
son and family of Cuba, Ky.
county, with two-acre cottori Proi- help families meet the cost factors
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weather- ect; one
acre tobacco project, and of the present day. It recognized
Dan.
visited
son,
Mr.
and
and
spoon
the refgistered gilt pig chain for the that financial problems often cause
Mrs. Hillman Collier and family 4-11
club boys 'and girls in the ,coun- trouble and urged family financSunday night.
ty, more
members
and more ial planning, vhatever the,in.come
Mrs. Lon Brown was moved home thorough coverage of the county is
of the family might be.
from the hospital last Wednesday needed. There are boys and girls
We call attention to the adveiand slowly improving.
in ea.
ch district of the county that tising campaign because the idea ha,
Easter dinner guests of Mr. and possess a talent for leadership.
The merit and it behooves families in
Mrs. Robert Thompson and Mr. Ed Farm Bureau will at an early date
Fulton Courity• to calefully considThompson were Mr. and Mrs. J. O. assist the boys and girls
of Farm er their financial status in connecMayfield,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis of
Bureau families in setting up their tion with the family existence.
Warren Thempson and family of owl
eilanization, electing from Someone has said that happiness
Clinton, Smith Atkins, Jean and I their own group their
officers, se- comes to any family which spends
Jerry Atkins and Mr. and Mrs. lecting their meeting dates..and
ar- lessthan one hundred per cent of
Charles Reams.
ranging tl4ir own programs.
its income and unhappiness is apt
Mrs. Ellis Roper and son, Richard
The Farm Bureau's educational to dog any family wihch spends
Roper and family of Union City at- program is built around leadership more than one hundred per cent of
tended the all day service at Pales- training. This is a self-help educa- its income. The.amount of the in7
tine church Sunday.
tional device. It installs confidence come makes no difference. The rule
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Campbell of into its participants, develops latent is the same.
New' Orleans. La., spent Easter with talents, cultivates the power of exhe, prarents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. press, sharpens their ability to anaDrysdale.
Accurate
lyae, and enable the individual to
Frank Gilbert is slowly improv- expand his or het- resourcefulness.
WORKMANSHIP
ing after an attack of flu several
At Low Cost
weeks.
The biggest .coward in the world
Clocks
and Time
Watches
Mrs. A. M. Browder left Sunday is a man who is afraid of a new
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateafternoon for Union City- to visit idea.
ly Repaired at Low Cost byMiss Ruby Milam.
You may not be too wise, but if
ANDREWS
Mrs. Rupert Browder patient at you keep your mouth shut you can
JEWELRY
COMPANY
Hawes hospital with pneumonia is fool a lot of people.
•
.
improving.
Sunday faternoon visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt were Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Browder, Mr. and
Airs. Raymond Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
M. B. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Evans and daughter, Mrs. Hillman
The new Charis Vita-Lift inner
foundation gives you all the support
Collier and family and Boy Bard.
you need with more comfort and freeHarvey Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs. Roydom of action than you've ever had in
Bard and Mrs. Leslie Nugent aca foundation garment.
Charis makes as many as 77 difcompanied Mrs. Harvey Pewitt to
ferent garments in one size-so you'll
Nashville Aionday- noon, where she
get the best fit for you. There is no
1%1111 continue treatment.
suLtstitute.
Harvey Roy attended Mule day
Call 265 for trained Corsetiere.
aT Columbia. Tenn.

er get back on my feet.
"Retonga soon gave me wonderful relief. I eat with a splendid appetite. I have regained twelve
pounds, anil I have discarded harsh
laxatives. rsleep fine. and fell so
much stronger I can now- work
hard every day. Retonga beats any
medicine I ever saw."
Retonga is a purely herbal gastric
tonic combined with Vitamin B-1.
Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at City Drug Co.
Adv.

SALE FOR TAXES

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Double Feature

LA-""-

y
nr::1-21Y0
16MEI 1115Tili 1 A:.
Also

upon a stock of know and reciprocal
mern.-Lord Chesterfield.
A friendship that makes the least
noise is very often the most usefor which reason I should preier a prudent friend to a zealous
one.-Addison.
Life has no blessihg like a prudent
iend.-Euripides.
Pure humanity, friendship, home,
the interchange of love, bring to
earth a foretaste of heaven.-Mary
Baker Eddy.
Sweet is the scene where genial
friends
.hip plaYs
The pleasing game of interchanging
praise.
-Oliver Wendell Holmes

CLASSIFIED ADS

Tax Receipt
FOR SALE - DIXIE POULTRY
Amount
Name
No.
FEEDS - grow" premium profit29.40 able poultry products from healthy
1014 Lowe, Carroll E.
. 51.22 fouls by feeding top rations. Pre1017 Luten. Mrs. J. R
. 62.28 vention of diseases is greatly help1051 McDowell, M. P.
36.87 ed by good foods. Dixie Mills have
1068 Mack, Mrs. Sula
31.89 made quarity feeds for 35 years and I
1094 Matheny, J. W
1095 Matthew's Mrs. S N. Est. 43.11 are at the front on up-to-date qual26.31 ity feecis. Get them at A. C. Butts
1174 Nabors, Siloner
6.34 & Sons.
1242 Parrott, H. B
-12.02
1262 Perry, D. J
FOR SALE-31eGuffey's Readers,
67.38
1290 Price, John T
4.75 1879 Edition, Neel, Guaranteed, Six
1345 Rose, NV. M. ...
37.51 Readers, Prepaid $8.75. MIDWEST
1429 Smith, Mattie S
8.87 BOOK COMPANY, Lowell, Ohio.
1440 Sons, Louisa
123tp
40.16
1444 Stallins, Jamie
28.58
1482 Taylor, J. E
FOR SALE-Strawberry plants.
8.54 Blakemore a sweet delicious
1525 Warren, Trinker
variety
3.25 and the best for lockers. Strong
1538 Turner, W R
:Magisterial District No. 1, Fulton 1571 Walters. L. G
4.19 plants, freshly dug. $1.50 per 100.
1636 Williams, M. P.
B. B. HENDERSON, call 11154
',White)
22.69 Fulton, Ky.
and Dorothy
4tp
Beileipt
• 'Fax
1650 Winston, Mrs. Minnie 18.44
_Nu.
Name
Amount 1664 Workman. Lee, Martha 22.56
IYANTED-Hickory wood of any
$ 97.72 1665 Workman, Paul
a Adams, Lon
78.62 kind. Elvis Myrick, Fulton, Ky.
56.80 1676 Wilson, Mrs. J. H.
Bard, Mrs. R. E.
31.89 Phone 663.
4tp
29.40 Magisterial District No. 1, Fulton
.Bacd, R. S.
VETERINARY
SERVICE- Call
16.95 (Colored)
-1119 Birmingham, Reid
460. Owl Drug Co. Ask for Dr.
11.34 Tax Receipt
• 2•62 Burnett, Lois Worth
Cherry.
• 277 Butts, :Mrs. H. A., .. 16.95
Amount
No.
Name
'386 Byrd. Dralee Turner .. 6.98 1748 Kenney, Will Allen ..... 6.9
.6 IF INTERESTED in saving money
3.87 1749 Kirney, W. A.
11111) B-rown, J. W. Estate
8.20 and insuring with the largest auto16.92 1751 Lackey, Lot
3.47 Cheatham, J. P
14.43 tnobile company, or attractive polMN Coleman. J. W
5'13 1768 Morris Reba
4.49 icies fo rfire, windstorm and hail,
29.40 1787 Patton, Mose Jr....
4/2 Copeland, B. 0
71.25 see or call JOHN D. HOWARD,
Thornat
4133 Crossland,
139° 1788 Patton, Mose Sr
27.63 State Farm Insurance Company,
AOC Davanta; Ethet..10,
16.92 Phone 1219, Carr BluldIng, Fulton,
31
"1798 Scales, Oney
26.91 1816 Wallace, Berry Estate 10.72 Kentucky.
16B3 /Naze'. mrtililtv4.1
4tc
5.12
4%4 &bey. MU. Osinir
Magisterial District No. 2
FOR your hospitalization, sickness
•=117 Mardy_, 'H. L., Bennett 34.38 •
Lodgeston
and accident insuranoe, see or call
71311 fiardy, H. L. and
Tax Receipt
18.20
•Pill B. Forrest
No.
Name
Amount JOHN D. HOWARD. PhOtlf. 316 or
4te
7911 Hardy, H.
1 10
41:111--ISM Carr fildg; Fulton.
18.20
'116cab Humphries
5Iagisterial District No. 2
Cayce
T43 Hardy, H. L. and Wade 36.87
44.33 Tax Receipt
793 Hill, Ben F. ...
No.
Name
Amount
543/1 Hood, Mrs. Minnie . . 3.25
20.13 2146 Brown, Ben
flab Jones, R. B..
5.39
REAL WSTATE and
10.11 2348 Owens, T. J. Estate
11.34
130 Kelly, J. E.
139.01 2383 Sloan, Annie Laura
.411 King, Glenn A
7.52 PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
131.30 2393 Stallins, Bernie
.1139 Lewis. J. 0
31.881OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANH-PHONE 61

Fox News

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

WED. - THURS.

Does More for You!

I, A_ G. Wynne, Sheriff and Tax
Coilector of Fulton County, Ken'tacky, will on Monday. April 14th
1947, beginning at the hour of 1:30
m_ Standard Time, at the north
Court House in the
doer of the
.0/ty .ni Hickman, County of Fulton,
State of Kentucky, sell the following Tax Claims, listed each Taxpayer as follows. The number of
each tax receipt, amount of taxes
for the year 1946, together with
penalty, advertising and sheriff's
Pike. These delinquent tax claims
-ashen sold become a lien upon the
yeerimerty described on the face of
each tax bill and are subject to 12
1 per cent per annum and cost.

e"

FIJLTON

sod Woatierfil_t_j

CHARIS

OR-PHEUM

Mildred White
.300 Main Street

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY and TOMORROW

CAGLE & SON
Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St.
Phone 399

JACK'S

FURNITURE

REPAIR & CABINET

CHAS. STARRETT
SMILEY BCKNETTE
-in--

"South of the Chisholm
Trail"'

SHOP

Comedy :bad Serial
All

Types

Doors

Cabinets,

and

Windows

Screen
Made.

SUNDAY-MONDAY

Broken Furniture Repaired. Work

ROSE MARY LaPLANCHE

Guaranteed.
-la-

WILLHAUCKS

BARBER SHOP
NOW OPEN.
FOR BUSINESS
in
New Bennett Building
Paschall Street

LUKE

WILLHAUCKS
Prop.

Inquire at Fulton Electric &
Furniture Co.

Phone 100

"Devil Bat's Daughter"
.

Comedy hnd Cartoon
TUES.-WED.-THURS.

Stains,Dullness Vanish from

Double Feature

DENTAL. PLATES

VIVIAN BLAINE

Kleenite ends messy. harmful
brushing. Just put your plate
or bridge in • glass tif water.
add a link Kletnite. Presto!
Stains. denture odor. &stole.
Vour teeth
rations dis
Ask your
sparkle like new
druggist today far Kleenite.

In

"If I'm Lucky"
Plus
RANDOLPH

KLEENITE the Brilshkss,,Wat
Get Kleenite today at Owl Drug !
Co., and all good druggists.

scorr

In

-

"Abiline Town„
_

Refresh
with Coke -

CHAS. W. BURROW

A. G. WYNNE, Sheriff, Farm and City Property
By Nora Lee Bondurant

List or Buy With Usl

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA COIA COIVINdff SY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottlinj Company, Inc.

•

